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Image Adjustment Lab
To open the object manager, go into Objects> Object Docker



Step 2

Step 5

Step 6

Step 8

Step 12

This is what your object layer
should look like before step 11

Basic Land 

1. Start by creating a new file with a black background. Size is up to you. 

2. Create a new object and, using the brush tool, draw in white the basic shapes you wish for your 

continent to look like. Be sure to include numerous small blobs off of the coast which will 

provide realistic islands. 

3. With the white shapes selected, go into Effects>Blur>Gaussian Blur and set the slider to 20 

pixels. 

4. Create a new object. Go into the fill tool, select texture fill, and then go into Edit Fill. Under 

Styles will be a fill labelled Sky 2 Colors. Set the sky color to black and the density to around 10. 

Select OK and fill the blank object with it. 

5. Set the sky object merge to divide. 

6. Create a new object with a solid black fill and set its merge to color burn. 

7. Create a new object. Go into the fountain fill edit. Select a linear fill, and a custom color blend. 

Using the customizing bar, select the colors you wish to include. My advice is to use the colors 

from olive drab to chalk, as well as white for snow regions, but it is up to you. Make sure that 

the angle is set to 90 degrees. Once satisfied, select OK and fill the new object. 

8. Set the fountain fills merge to subtract (multiply and logical AND also work). 

9. Create a new object. Go into Texture Fill and edit it. Go into Samples 8> Moss. Set the shade to 

black, the light to white and then fill the new object with it. Set the merge to soft light and give 

it 70% opacity. 

10. Create a solid black object and move it to one in front of the background. 

11. Select ALL of the objects (except the background), and right click>combine>combine objects 

together. 

12. With the new object you have created go into image> cut-out lab. Cut out the land from the 

black background. Be sure to get every island, and make sure that you cut off the black 

background from the land, not the other way around. Once finished, press OK. 

13. *OPTIONAL* Go into Adjust> Image adjustment lab. This will mostly depend on what colours 

you chose, but a general rule of thumb is to make it warmer and increase the contrast, but both 

in moderation. Having it on the orange side of things is good. Play with the levels and see what 

works for you. 

14. Make sure you don’t forget to save your progress. You are now finished the first portion of the 

tutorial! 



Ocean 

1. Copy and paste the now completed landmass and select Adjust>Image Adjustment Lab> Max 

out brightness and contrast, and put saturation to -100. Press OK and move the white outline to 

below the landmass.* you may need to make an extra copy and give it a black fill if the edges are partially transparent. 

2. Go into Adjust> Colour Hue. Set the step to 100, and press Cyan once and Blue once. Press OK. 

3. Copy and paste the outline so that you have two (2) blank light blue outlines of your land. (make 

sure they are below the coloured version of your landmass) 

4. Take the one on the very bottom and go Interactive Drop Shadow Tool (IDST)> Small Glow. Set 

the glow colour to ice blue, the feathering to 50, the direction as outside, and the edge as linear, 

if not already. 

5. Take the outline second up from the background and go IDST> small glow. Set the glow colour to 

ice blue, the feathering to 14, the direction as outside, the merge to screen, and the edge as 

linear, if not already. 

6. Create a new object, give it a moon surface fill (under samples 8), put it below the land object, 

and set its merge to multiply. 

7. Fill the background with a colour 2 shades darker than desert blue. 

8. You have completed the ocean! 

Step 5

Step 8

This is what your object list should look
like at step 8

You may not 
need this one

See Step 1



Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Step 8

Mountains 

1. Paint long and relatively wide grey blobs where you want your mountain ranges to go, on a new 

object. Make sure that they are larger than you want the mountains to be. 

2. Go into Texture Fill Edit> Styles> Sky 3> Sky: black; Atmosphere: 50% black; Clouds: white; 

Density: 25. Fill in the grey blobs with this fill. 

3. With the blobs selected, go into Image> cut out lab. Using the highlighter, trace the edge of the 

blobs on the inside of them. Do not let it go over the edge. Leave the nib size fairly small, about 

7 or 8 will do. Once that is done, put slashes of highlighter through so that the open spaces are 

scattered. Keep in mind when doing this that these will create your mountain ranges. Once 

satisfied, press OK. 

4. Go into Mask> Create Mask> Create Mask from Object. Then go into Effects> 3d Effects> Bevel 

Tool.  The width pretty much depends on how large you made the mountains, so use trial and 

error, while the height should be any either near or above that. Press OK once satisfied. 

5. Go into Object> Feather. Put it at 5 pixels. 

6. Go into effects> texture> stone. You may chose which you feel looks the best. 

7. Go into Adjust> image adjustment lab, and make the temperature warmer. 

8. You have completed the mountains! 



Rivers 

1. Use the eraser tool to carve out of your land. Don’t use a nib larger than 2 pixels, and for smaller 

streams and rivers, use 1. 

Other Tips 

· Make a new object; give it a yellow fill, and set the merge to soft light for a more lively feel to 

the map 

· You may have black pixels on your landmasses. These must be erased, for obvious reasons. They 

can easily be made into small lakes, but must be erased on your land, as well as the coastal 

shelves underneath. 

· Image adjustment lab is your friend if you feel the colours aren’t quite right. 

· Merges are a very powerful tool. Use them. 

I strongly suggest taking time to further your own experience and develop your own style. I hope that 

eventually more tutorials on Corel cartography will be developed by people such as you. Feel absolutely 

free to modify this tutorial as you see fit. Remember, mistakes help you learn what to do in the future, 

and just because a tool is crap on its own, doesn’t mean it doesn’t work amazingly when put in use with 

another tool. 
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Soli DEO Gloria


